On the basis of synthetic lethality, five genes in Caenorhabditis elegans are known to be redundant with the mec-8 gene, which encodes a protein that contains two copies of an RNA recognition motif (RRM) and affects alternative RNA splicing. The molecular identities of two of the redundant genes, sym-1 and sym-5, were previously reported. The remaining three genes have now been cloned, and their synthetically lethal phenotypes with mec-8 are described in more detail. Animals homozygous for mec-8 and sym-2 loss-of-function mutations die during late embryogenesis. The SYM-2 predicted protein contains three RRMs; we propose that SYM-2 and MEC-8 can substitute for each other in promoting the maturation of the transcripts of a vital gene. Animals homozygous for mutations in mec-8 and in either sym-3 or sym-4 have the same striking defect: they arrest development just prior to or just after hatching with a pharynx that appears fully formed but is not properly attached to the body cuticle. sym-3 encodes a protein of unknown function with orthologs in Drosophila and mammals. sym-4 encodes a WD-repeat protein and may also have orthologs in Drosophila and mammals. We propose that SYM-3 and SYM-4 contribute to a common developmental pathway that is redundant with a MEC-8-dependent pathway. G ENETIC redundancy is one of the major chalthe basis of an absolute requirement for inheritance of the plasmid. lenges to a thorough understanding of eukaryotic Synthetic mutations have also been described in Caenogenomes (Thomas 1993; rhabditis elegans. One example involves doubly mutant her-1997; Hartwell 2004). Genetically tractable organisms maphrodites that have excess induction of the precursor provide a means of addressing this issue through the cells of the vulva, whereas each single mutant has a norisolation of mutations that confer synthetic phenotypes, mal vulva (Ferguson and Horvitz 1989) . Another phenotypes that depend on mutations in at least two analysis of genetic redundancy in C. elegans began with different genes. One of the first systematic approaches a serendipitous observation of synthetic lethality befor the isolation of synthetically lethal mutations made tween a loss-of-function mutation in the mec-8 gene and use of the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Bender certain viable mutations in unc-52. Although there are and Pringle 1991). A strain was constructed that had defects associated with loss-of-function mutations in a deletion of a gene that is not essential for viability.
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mec-8, which encodes a putative RNA splicing factor The strain also had a mitotically unstable plasmid con- (Lundquist et al. 1996) , null alleles of the gene are taining a wild-type copy of the gene and an independent for the most part homozygous viable (Lundquist and marker for assessing inheritance of the plasmid. SegHerman 1994) . The defects include a loss of mechanoregants that failed to inherit the plasmid were nonmusensation, for which the gene was named (Chalfie and tant phenotypically, but when a mutation in another Sulston 1981) ; aberrant chemosensation; a slight gene was induced that was synthetically lethal with the dumpiness in the body; and a partially penetrant coldmutation in the first gene, inheritance of the plasmid sensitive embryonic lethality. Homozygotes for null albecame essential for viability because it complemented leles segregate ‫%72ف‬ dead embryos at 16Њ (vs. 1% at the first mutation and thereby prevented the synthetic 25Њ), and the arrested embryos exhibit a Pat (paralyzed lethality. Doubly mutant lines were easily identified on arrest at the t wofold stage of embryogenesis) phenotype (Lundquist and Herman 1994) . In contrast, complete lethality results when animals are homozygous for a Sequence data from this article have been deposited with the mec-8 mutation and any of a set of viable mutations in EMBL/GenBank Data Libraries under accession nos. AY220985, AY221634, AY223545, and AY372076.
mation of the myofilament lattice and result in dead cause a dumpy shape). An involvement of mec-8 in RNA splicing can also account for the synthetic lethality of embryos with the Pat phenotype (Rogalski et al. 1993; Hresko et al. 1994; Williams and Waterston 1994) .
mec-8 with the sym genes, which can be interpreted as one of two modes of genetic redundancy. In one possiThe viable alleles of unc-52, on the other hand, are nonsense mutations in certain exons that undergo alterbility, another gene can substitute for mec-8 in the splicing of critical genes. The sym-2 gene described here may native splicing that is dependent on the mec-8 gene (Lundquist et al. 1996; Spike et al. 2002) . The synthetic be such an example. In a second possibility, genes or genetic pathways that require mec-8 are redundant with lethality between mec-8 and one of the viable alleles of unc-52 results from a decreased ability to skip an uncgenes or pathways that do not require mec-8. If the second possibility exists, as seems likely on the basis of the 52 exon that has the nonsense mutation; most mRNAs have the mutant exon and are therefore nonfunctional.
nature of the sym-1 and sym-5 gene products, which seem to not be involved in RNA splicing, one might expect Although the mec-8 and unc-52 genes are not functionally redundant, the striking nature of the synthetic lea variety of genes to be synthetically lethal with mec-8, as described here for sym-3 and sym-4. These genes may thality of mec-8 mutations with unc-52 viable mutations motivated a search for other mutations that might be act together in a redundant pathway for attachment of the pharynx to the outer body. The search for mutations synthetically lethal with a mutation in mec-8, with the goal of uncovering truly redundant genes (as well as synthetically lethal with mec-8 therefore may have revealed an unknown pathway for a critical step during other genes that might behave like unc-52). The search was based on a segregation analysis similar to the plasdevelopment. mid screen mentioned above for yeast (Bender and Pringle 1991) . A minichromosome, or extrachromo-MATERIALS AND METHODS somal array, containing wild-type copies of the mec-8 gene was used to rescue mutant copies of mec-8 present Genes and alleles: General growth of C. elegans was as described (Brenner 1974) . The wild-type strain was N2 var.
on the chromosomes. The array also contained a segreBristol. The mec-8 alleles u74, u314, and u456, all of which gation marker, permitting assessment of potentially behave genetically as null alleles (Lundquist and Herman doubly mutant lines that acquire the requirement that 1994), were used; they have been characterized at the molecuthe array be inherited for viability. Five sym (synthetically lar level (Davies et al. 1999) . In this article, mec-8 without an allele designation refers to mec-8(u74) . The isolation of sym-2 lethal with mec-8) genes were discovered in this search (mn617) II, sym-3(mn618) X, and sym-4(mn619) X has been de- (Davies et al. 1999) . With the exception of sym-5, each scribed (Davies et al. 1999) . The following additional mutations of the sym mutations lacks a discernible phenotype when were used: LGII-dpy-10(e128), rol-6(e187), unc-4(e120), unc-52 mec-8 is wild type, and with the exception of the com-(e444), mnDf67, mnDf68, mnC1; LGIII-ncl-1(e1865), unc-36 bination of sym-1 and sym-5, double-mutant combina- unc-6(e78) . Descriptions of the markers, mutations, and rearrangements can be obtained from tions of the sym genes with each other do not confer WormBase (http:/ /www.wormbase.org).
synthetic lethality or other obvious defects.
Correlating the sym mutations with the physical map: The The molecular identities of sym-1 and sym-5 have been sym mutations had been previously assigned to chromosomal previously reported (Davies et al. 1999) . Both encode regions by standard genetic mapping (Davies et al. 1999) . For proteins with leucine-rich repeats, and a functional futhe purpose of positional cloning, single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) between the N2 isolate and CB4856, a Hawaiian sion of SYM-1 with GFP is secreted from the apical surstrain, were the basis of precise mapping with respect to the face of the hypodermis. The combination of sym-1 and physical map ( Jakubowski and Kornfeld 1999; Wicks et al. mec-8 results in dead embryos that have detached body 2001). In the case of sym-2, Rol non-Unc and Unc non-Rol muscles. RNA interference (RNAi) of sym-5 (or sym-1) recombinant progeny of rol-6 sym-2 unc-4/Ha hermaphrodites, in a mec-8 mutant background also confers embryonic where Ha designates the homologous chromosome from CB4856, were picked, homozygosed, and scored with respect lethality. For neither sym-1 nor sym-5 is the molecular sym-2, sym-3 and sym-4 1991) , or co-injection of pTG96, which expresses SUR-5::GFP in nuclei (Yochem et al. 1998) . Rescue of the sym mutations was based on the ability of transgenic mothers to produce healthy, Unc-36 progeny. In the absence of rescue, the only viable progeny are fully coordinated, because they must inherit the meiotically unstable array mnEx52, which rescues both unc-36 and mec-8, and therefore rescues the synthetic lethality between mec-8 and the sym mutation. Rescue of the synthetic lethality by a newly formed array that contains wild-type copies Figure 1 . -8(u74) homozygotes with the same dsRNA produced plate, and the reaction conditions and the lengths of oligonuthe same effect. Bar, 25 m. cleotide primers were according to manufacturer's recommendations. The genomic DNA sequence (C. elegans Sequencing Consortium 1998), accessed via WormBase, was used to design directly. For sym-2, the 5Ј and 3Ј ends of the mRNA were primers. For sym-3, the final primers used were LRB-63 (AAAAA deduced from RLM-RACE products, but the internal part was GAGTAGGCAAAGGGCGCAGAGTG) and LRB-64 (GGCTCA determined from PCR products generated from the incom-AGTGTGACTCGAACTAAAGCTC) and for sym-4, LRB-79 (TTG plete cDNA clones yk82b3 and yk479a2, which were provided CTGATGCCGTCATTGACAAGTTCCG) and LRB-80 (GCG by Y. Kohara (National Institute of Genetics, Mishima, Japan). GAGACGAGAAGAACAAACTTCATCC). PCR products were Amino acid sequences were aligned and displayed by means micro-injected at ‫51ف‬ g/ml.
of the PileUp and PrettyBox programs from the Wisconsin RNA manipulations: Total RNA was isolated from mixedPackage Version 10.3, Accelrys (GCG), San Diego. stage populations using TRIzol (Invitrogen, San Diego). cDNA RT-PCR of sym-3(mn618): RNA was isolated from mixedhaving the proper 5Ј and 3Ј ends was generated with the stage populations of wild-type worms or from sym-3 homozyFirstChoice RNA-ligase-mediated rapid amplification of cDNA gotes as described above. cDNA was prepared using the RLMends (RLM-RACE) kit (Ambion, Austin, TX). For analyzing RACE kit, and PCR products spanning the sixth intron were cDNA from each of the sym genes, PCR products were genergenerated using the cDNA as template. The 5Ј primer, LRBated using a gene-specific primer and a kit-specific primer for 137, had the sequence AAGTCGACGAACCAGTTGTCGAAC the 3Ј or 5Ј end.
and was derived from the 5Ј end of the sixth exon. The 3Ј For RNAi, PCR products representing coding regions were genprimer was the "outer primer" from the RLM kit [the primer erated with pairs of primers that both contained the T7 promoter that represents the linker added to the poly(A) tail of the sequence, and double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) was allowed to cDNA]. After analytical gel electrophoresis and purification form during transcription of the PCR products with a T7 MEGAwith a QIAquick column, the mixtures of PCR products were script kit (Ambion; Kennerdell and Carthew 1998). For sym-2 each directly subjected to DNA sequencing en masse. (ZK1067.6), the primer sequences were LRB-19 (TAATAC GACTCACTATAGGGAATCGGCAAACGTCTCATC), which derives from the first exon, and LRB-20 (TAATACGACTCAC RESULTS TATAGGCCGACTTCTTGATCTTCCAG), which derives from the third exon and is upstream of the region encoding the The phenotype of the mec-8; sym-2 double mutant: A first RNA recognition motif (RRM). The primers for sym-3 strain homozygous for sym-2 lacks an obvious mutant (C54H2.1) were LRB-53 (TAATACGACTCACTATAGGTTCAG phenotype, but a strain that is heterozygous for sym-2 CAAAGCTCGTCTTCG) and LRB-54 (TAATACGACTCACTAT AGGGTTCAGCCACATAAGACGTC), and for sym-4 (R03E1.1), and homozygous for a loss-of-function mutation in mec-8 LRB-42 (TAATACGACTCACTATAGGTACTGCGGATATTC produces progeny that arrest growth and development TCGACG) and LRB-43 (TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTTA at the twofold stage of embryogenesis (Davies et al. GCGAATCCGATTGTCC) . After purification with a QIAquick 1999). This stage of arrest has been closely studied, kit (QIAGEN, Chatsworth, CA), dsRNA ranging from 250 to 500 g/ml was injected into both arms of the gonads of herbecause mutations that affect the structure of body musmaphrodites, which were periodically transferred to new plates cles or their attachment to the body cuticle confer an for several days to give discrete intervals of egg laying.
arrest at this stage, usually with paralysis of the embryos, al. 1999 ). An example of the synthetic lethality beCenter Facility at the University of Minnesota. DNA sequences tween sym-2 and mec-8 is shown in Figure 1A . The cause were compared with the genomic sequence of the wild-type of the twofold arrest is unknown. strain, obtained from GenBank, with the BLAST program (Altschul et al. 1997) . Because the genomic sequence can RNA interference can be a potent method for depletcontain errors, however infrequent, each mutation was veriing a gene product in C. elegans (Fire et al. 1998) . It fied by determining the corresponding DNA sequence from was therefore of interest to determine whether or not SP2141, the parent strain of the sym mutations.
sym-2(RNAi) would differentially affect a mec-8 strain vs.
For cDNA analyses, the DNA sequence of RLM-RACE products or of reverse-transcribed PCR products was determined the wild-type strain. As indicated below, the sym-2 gene encodes a protein containing copies of an RRM. To T23G7 obviated the need for mnEx52, the extrachromominimize the chance of cross-interference, doublesomal array that contains mec-8(ϩ), indicating rescue of stranded RNA was derived from a region of unique DNA the sym-2 mutation. Plasmid subclones representing the sequence outside of the region that encodes the copies various genes predicted for T23G7, except for ZK1067.6, of the RRM (see below). Injection of N2 hermaphrowere individually tested for rescue without success. In dites had no discernible effect on viability, on gross contrast, co-injection-but not single injection-of two morphology, or on behavior of the progeny. In contrast, overlapping subclones, SP#jy405i and SP#jy406g, effiinjection of mec-8(u74) or mec-8(u314) homozygotes prociently rescued sym-2 ( Figure 2 ). Homologous recombiduced striking embryonic lethality ( Figure 1B ). During nation within the region of overlap should generate an the expected peak of inhibition, Ͼ95% of the progeny intact ZK1067.6 gene, as seen for other genes such as died as embryos; the remaining hatched but were malsur-2 (Singh and Han 1995) . Thus, ZK1067.6 is likely to formed and died in the first larval stage. Thus, RNAi of be sym-2. sym-2 can elicit synthetic lethality with mec-8.
DNA sequence analysis of ZK1067.6 from a homozyThe terminal arrest of 80% or more of the embryos gous sym-2 strain revealed a single-nucleotide change from mec-8 mothers treated with sym-2 dsRNA resembled relative to the N2 DNA sequence deposited in GenBank. that of the mec-8; sym-2 double mutants that segregate DNA sequencing of the parental strain confirmed that from sym-2 heterozygotes in a mec-8 mutant background the change is specific to the sym-2 mutant isolate. The (Figure 1 ), indicating that a significant maternal effect nucleotide change, which results in the change of a does not exist for sym-2. As an independent assessment tyrosine codon to an asparagine codon in the third exon of a maternal effect, the progeny of mothers of genotype of the reading frame, confirms that ZK1067.6 is sym-2. mec-8(u456); sym-2 unc-4 were examined; the mothers were
The product of sym-2 contains three copies of an rare escapers from a mec-8(u456); mnC1dpy-10 unc-52/ RRM: An analysis of the 5Ј and 3Ј ends of sym-2 cDNA sym-2 unc-4 strain. [Rare mec-8; sym-2 unc-4 escapers were generated by the RLM-RACE method combined with also recovered from a mec-8(u74); mnC1 dpy-10 unc-52/ an analysis of the internal parts of cDNA clones provided sym-2 unc-4 strain (Davies et al. 1999) .] Virtually all of by Y. Kohara demonstrated that the mRNA is not transthe progeny of such mothers died at the same stage of spliced and is 2262 or 2269 nucleotides long, the variembryogenesis as was seen for the sym-2 homozygotes ability arising from different 5Ј ends. The donor of the derived from sym-2 heterozygotes in a mec-8 mutant backfirst intron has the sequence GCAAGUUG, in contrast ground. A maternal effect therefore seems unlikely.
to the much more common sequence GURAGUUU in The failure of mec-8(ϩ); sym-2 animals to exhibit a C. elegans (Blumenthal and Steward 1997) . The use mutant phenotype might be the consequence of the of the GC donor has recently been confirmed by new sym-2 mutation being a weak allele. To test this notion cDNA clones submitted to GenBank and WormBase by genetically, sym-2 was placed over genetic deficiencies Y. Kohara. A GC donor is present in ‫%6.0ف‬ of the that delete the rol-6 sym-2 let-23 region: sym-2/mnDf67
introns of C. elegans, and a small fraction of these are unc-4 and sym-2/mnDf68 unc-4 progeny of crosses beinvolved in alternative RNA splicing (Farrer et al. tween sym-2 males and mnC1 dpy-10 unc-52/mnDf unc-4 2002) . sym-2 appears to fall in the major class, because hermaphrodites were readily identified and exhibited the cDNA analysis provided no evidence for alternative wild-type viabilities and fertilities. We conclude that the splicing. Interestingly, sequence data in WormBase indisym-2 mutation is probably not a weak allele that exhibits cate that the GC donor is conserved in the sym-2 gene synergy with mec-8 mutations. Although RNAi should of C. briggsae, but the exon structure of the gene has not be used to infer the null phenotype of a gene, not been rigorously determined for this organism. the effective ability of sym-2 dsRNA to produce striking
The sym-2 gene can encode a primary translation synthetic lethality with mec-8 mutations while not affectproduct of 618 amino acids. It contains three copies of ing wild-type worms reinforces an interpretation of sym-2 the RRM that is present twice in MEC-8 (Figure 2 ). as redundant with mec-8 for a vital function. Strengthenmn617 is a T-to-A transversion, changing the 163rd coing the notion that it is a significant mutation, mn617
don of the open reading frame from tyrosine to asparaaffects a tyrosine codon, described in more detail below, gine, 19 codons upstream of the region encoding the that is conserved in the predicted sym-2 gene product first RRM ( Figure 2B ). In MEC-8, the two copies of the from another species, C. briggsae ( Figure 2B ).
RRM are separated by a region rich in alanines and Identification of the sym-2 gene: Genetic mapping glutamines (Lundquist et al. 1996) . SYM-2, in contrast, placed sym-2 to the left of the unc-4 gene on LGII (Davies lacks regions that are comparably rich in these amino et al. 1999). To define its position in more detail and acids ( Figure 2C ). SYM-2 is most similar to mammalian to correlate it with the physical map, snip SNP mapping hnRNP F and H and to Drosophila Fusilli ( Figure 2C ), was performed, which placed sym-2 between a DraI SNP each of which has three copies of the RRM (Wakabayon cosmid clone T24B8 and the let-23 gene on cosmid ashi- Ito et al. 2001) . The resemblance with these pro-ZK1067. Micro-injection of strain SP2249 [mec-8 I; sym-2 teins is confined, however, to the RRM. In fact, outside
with cosmid DNA from the interval revealed that clone of the copies of the RRM, there is no striking resem-sym-2, sym-3 and sym-4
Figure 2.-The sym-2 gene and its predicted product. (A) Two subclones of ZK1067 rescued when coinjected but not when individually injected, implicating ZK1067.6 as sym-2. The genomic positions of the eight exons of the gene, determined from cDNA sequences from 5Ј-RLM-RACE and from 3Ј-RACE, are indicated relative to the 5Ј and 3Ј flanking genes, the terminal exons of which are shown at the extreme left and right. The position of the sym-2(mn617) mutation, the regions encoding copies of the RRM motif, and the region used for deriving dsRNA are also indicated. The ability of subclones to rescue the mec-8; sym-2 synthetic lethality is summarized below the schematic of the gene. A schematic of a GFP fusion (SP#jy424b) that rescued sym-2 is also shown. (B) The amino acid sequence predicted for the translation of sym-2. Thick lines over the sequence delimit the three copies of the RNA recognition motif, and the amino acid change associated with mn617 is indicated. Shown beneath parts of the third and fourth lines of the C. elegans sequence is the predicted amino acid sequence, based on data in WormBase, for the region of SYM-2 from C. briggsae that flanks the tyrosine affected by mn617, indicating that the tyrosine is conserved in C. briggsae. Identical amino acids are underlined. (C) A schematic comparison of SYM-2 with the Drosophila hnRNP F-like protein Fusilli (Wakabayashi-Ito et al. 2001) and with MEC-8 (Lundquist et al. 1996) , which has a region rich in alanines and glutamines that is not present in SYM-2. The carboxyl-terminal third of Fusilli is also rich in these amino acids.
blance of SYM-2 with other protein species in GenBank, rested embryos and hatchlings have now been examined in more detail with Nomarski optics, revealing an anaincluding C. elegans proteins.
The phenotype of the mec-8; sym-3 double mutant: tomical defect: the anterior end of the pharynx, which appears to be of normal morphology, is not properly One-quarter of the progeny of a strain heterozygous for mec-8 but homozygous for sym-3 are doubly mutant and attached to the outer body cuticle, precluding the formation of a normal mouth (Figure 3 , A-C). Unable to die either as late-stage embryos or as L1 larvae. The arrested L1 larvae have been described as having a chareat, the hatchlings eventually arrest growth and development in the L1 stage. acteristic swelling of the anterior end, which has been termed a "bulbous nose" (Davies et al. 1999) . The arThere is a striking uniformity in the degree of poste- background, on the other hand, has been described as (and mec-8; sym-4) from a strain having the genotype . The embryos were distinguished by their inheritance of the extrachromorior displacement of the pharynx; its anterior tip is alsomal array, which expresses SUR-5::GFP in addition most always ‫01ف‬ m from the anterior tip of the animal.
to sym-3(ϩ). An abnormal invagination resembling a Indicating the possibility that a mouth has been formed keyhole is evident at the junction in array-minus emor at least partly formed, the worms seem to have an bryos ( Figure 4A ). An array-plus embryo, in contrast, has only a moderate invagination ( Figure 4B ), which indentation of the anterior tip of the body cuticle (Figure 3) , and sometimes strings of refractile material (not resembles the invagination seen in wild-type N2 embryos ( Figure 4C ). The array-plus embryo in B, when examshown) can be seen between the indentation and the anterior tip of the buccal cavity of the pharynx. Occained 45 min later, had formed what appeared to be a normal junction with the body: the buccal cavity could sionally, the indentation itself has refractile material, sym-2, sym-3 and sym-4 be seen at the extreme anterior tip of the embryo. An ncl-1(ϩ) unc-36(ϩ)], C54H2, was shown to rescue fully the synthetic lethality. Injection of long-range PCR prodarray-minus embryo, on the other hand, has a pronounced defect later in embryogenesis: the buccal cavity ucts indicated that C54H2.1 is sym-3 ( Figure 5A ). An analysis of cDNA produced by the RLM-RACE is displaced posteriorly from the anterior end of the embryo, and a channel appears to connect the buccal method indicated that sym-3 produces two mature transcripts. One is 562 nucleotides in length for a predicted cavity to the exterior of the body ( Figure 4D ). It therefore appears that the pharynx is connected to the outer protein product, termed SYM-3B, of 158 amino acids; the other has 1231 nucleotides for a product, SYM-3A, body, which can account for the constant displacement of the pharynx from the anterior tip and for the reof 305 amino acids. The mRNAs have identical 5Ј ends, which are trans-spliced to SL1, but the shorter transcript fractile strings that can sometimes be seen between the buccal cavity and the anterior tip, but the connection results from alternative 3Ј end formation within the fourth intron of the gene relative to the larger mRNA is aberrant and perhaps becomes occluded, preventing feeding. One possibility is that the pharynx is abnor-( Figure 5B ). The shorter transcript, which is less abundant than the long form, is polyadenylated 12 nucleomally short and thereby compresses the anterior end of the animal, but it is not clear why this would produce tides downstream of a sequence AAUGAA, which is the second-most common sequence for polyadenylation in a bulbous nose rather than a more uniform compression of the anterior end. Although an aberrancy in the phar-C. elegans (Blumenthal and Steward 1997) . DNA sequence analysis of a homozygous strain has ynx cannot yet be ruled out, the morphology of the mec-8; sym-3 embryos is perhaps more consistent with revealed that the sym-3 mutation is a G-to-A transition of the final base of the splice acceptor of the seventh an overgrowth of hypodermal tissue that disrupts the formation of a normal mouth.
and final exon of sym-3a ( Figure 5 , B and C). The alteration of the nearly completely conserved G [the consenIdentification of the sym-3 gene: Genetic mapping placed sym-3 between dpy-8 and unc-6 on LGX (Davies sus for splice acceptors in C. elegans is UUUUCAG (Blumenthal and Steward 1997)] would be expected to et al. 1999). Its position on the physical map has now been investigated by SNP mapping, which has placed have a striking effect on splicing of the primary transcript of the longer species of mRNA. Indeed, an analysis the mutation between the cosmid clones W01C8 and F46G11. When cosmid DNA from the interval was tested of RT-PCR products generated from a sym-3 strain revealed a difference relative to the wild-type N2 strain. for rescue by micro-injection of SP2250, a strain of genotype mec-8 I; ncl-1 unc-36 III; sym-3 X; mnEx52 [mec-8(ϩ) Direct DNA sequencing of the PCR products provided Figure 6 .-The amino-terminal half but not the carboxyl-terminal half of SYM-3A is similar to the amino-terminal parts of proteins of unknown function from other species. The amino acid sequences of proteins from Drosophila (GenBank no. NM136259), mosquito (Anopheles gambiae ; GenBank XM-318591), and mouse (GenBank NM 153560) are aligned. The proteins, which are shown in their entirety, are longer than SYM-3A and resemble each other outside the region of similarity with SYM-3A. The proteins least resemble each other in their middle parts, which correspond to the carboxyl-terminal half of SYM-3A. The location and consequence of the mn618 mutation are indicated. The fourth row of the alignment includes the final four amino acids predicted for SYM-3B, which is otherwise identical with SYM-3A up to this point.
no evidence for use of the mutant splice site. Instead, would truncate the product by 58 amino acids relative to the longer form of sym-3. a cryptic site 11 bp downstream and having the sequence GAUGCAG is used as the splice acceptor ( Figure 5C) ;
The sym-3 protein has orthologs in Drosophila and mammals: The sym-3 gene products have an amino acid there was no evidence from the DNA sequencing trace for use of other splice acceptors in the region. The sequence relationship with proteins of unknown function in insects and mammals. The resemblance encomconsequence of the cryptic splice is an introduction of three novel amino acids before a stop codon, which passes all of the short form, but the long form extends sym-2, sym-3 and sym-4 for 147 amino acids beyond the region of the resemrelative to the central axis is sometimes seen ( Figure  3E ). In contrast, the junction of the pharynx and outer blance ( Figure 6 ). The insect and mammalian proteins are longer than SYM-3A, and they resemble each other body appears to be normal for the sym-4 mutation when mec-8 is wild type ( Figure 3F ). The similarity of the imin the region that extends beyond the end of SYM-3A. They least resemble each other in their middle sections;
properly attached pharynx associated with the mec-8; sym-3 or mec-8; sym-4 double mutant strengthens the this region begins where SYM-3A diverges in sequence from each of them and where SYM-3B terminates. The notion that sym-3 and sym-4 are involved in a common function or pathway. carboxyl-terminal third of the insect or mammalian protein does not have an amino acid resemblance to any Identification of the sym-4 gene: Linkage of sym-4 to unc-3 on the right arm of LGX has been previously predicted gene product in C. elegans; i.e., the insect or mammalian gene is not an obvious fusion of two distinct demonstrated (Davies et al. 1999) . A correlation with a small region of the physical map has now been genes in C. elegans.
The sym-3 mutation, which lies carboxyl terminal to achieved by snip SNP mapping, placing the mutation between cosmids C33G3 and C11H1. A clone, R03E1, the region of resemblance with the orthologs, should truncate the long form of SYM-3 by 58 amino acids.
from the interval fully rescues sym-4. On the basis of micro-injection of long-range PCR products correThe mutation, however, should not affect the shorter transcript. Injection of mec-8(u314) animals or of the sponding to genes on the cosmid, sym-4 is R03E1.1 (Figure 7A ), a conclusion reinforced by DNA sequencing wild-type strain with dsRNA representing all of the sym-3 exons ( Figure 5B ) caused a small percentage of the of sym-4(mn619), which is a T-to-A transversion, creating a missense mutation in the seventh exon ( Figure 7B ). progeny of both strains to die as embryos but did not otherwise elicit a strong phenotype and therefore could
The mn619 change is not in the parental strain SP2141; DNA sequencing of the region from this strain showed not be used to address the question of whether or not sym-3(mn618) causes a loss of a nonessential function in a complete agreement with the N2 sequence submitted to GenBank by the C. elegans Sequencing Consora wild-type background or is a mutation that is specific for a mec-8 mutant background.
tium (1998). [A second allele of sym-4, mn620, has been reported (Davies et al. 1999) ; DNA sequencing has The phenotype of the mec-8; sym-4 double mutant:
The mec-8; sym-4 double mutant resembles the mec-8;
shown that it has a change identical to that of mn619, raising the likelihood that the mutants were not isolated sym-3 double mutant in having a bulbous nose (Davies et al. 1999) . As for sym-3, there is no overt phenotype independently of each other.] The product of sym-4 contains WD repeats: Analysis when mec-8 is wild type. The double-mutant combination of sym-3 and sym-4 in a wild-type mec-8 background also of cDNA by RLM-RACE has shown that the major form of the sym-4 mRNA derives from 10 exons ( Figure 7B ). is without a phenotype (Davies et al. 1999) . Closer examination of mec-8; sym-4 segregants has revealed L1 larvae The 5Ј ends of this mRNA fall into two general classes. Approximately one-half are SL1 trans-spliced 23 nucleoand late-stage embryos with improperly attached pharynges as described above for sym-3 ( Figure 3E ). As for tides upstream of the presumed AUG start codon. The other class contains mRNAs that are not trans-spliced sym-3 in the mec-8 mutant background, there is a constant displacement of the anterior tip of the buccal cavity and have variable 5Ј ends. The 5Ј end of the major species is 64 nucleotides upstream of the AUG, with from the anterior tip of the animal, and an asymmetry in the indentation of the anterior tip of the animal other species having even longer 5Ј ends. There are Figure 8 .-A comparison of the carboxyl-terminal half of SYM-4 with the carboxyl-terminal halves of WD-repeat proteins of unknown function from human (GenBank accession no. NP-061918) and from Drosophila melanogaster (NP 651742). The seven predicted WD repeats are designated. Note that strong resemblance extends over several adjacent copies of the WD motif and that the mn619 mutation affects a conserved amino acid in the region of strong resemblance. also minor, uncharacterized forms of the mRNA that tein, both of unknown function (Figure 8 ). The third and fourth repeats in particular are similar among the have 5Ј ends that start within exon 4 of the major form. Although sym-4 has variation in the 5Ј ends of its mRNA, species, and a codon for leucine corresponding to the one altered by the sym-4 mutation is present in these other there is no evidence for alternative splicing of the primary transcript or for alternative 3Ј-end formation.
species in the midst of this strong resemblance. Although the human and fly proteins are similar to SYM-4 both in The predicted product of the sym-4 gene has 1043 amino acids and contains a region in the carboxyl porsize and in having their WD repeats confined to their carboxyl-terminal halves, their amino-terminal portions tion that has seven tandem copies of the WD motif. The sym-4 mutation changes a leucine to a glutamine in the have no sequence resemblance to SYM-4. In fact, the amino terminal half of SYM-4 lacks amino acid sequence third WD repeat. Although genes encoding WD proteins are common in eukaryotes, a stretch of WD repeats in resemblance to other proteins in the databases, including C. elegans proteins. SYM-4 has a striking resemblance to a stretch of tandem WD repeats in a human protein and a Drosophila proAs for sym-3, injection of dsRNA derived from sym-4 failed to elicit a phenotype in wild-type worms or in The classic category of genetic redundancy is composed of pairs of genes that encode similar products worms homozygous for mec-8(u314). The region used for the analysis of RNAi should be significant with respect to that can apparently substitute for each other, at least under laboratory conditions. One of the first discoveries function of the protein, as it encodes many of the WD motifs and includes the site that has undergone the of this nature was the histone genes of S. cerevisiae (Rykowski et al. 1981) . Redundant, or partly redunsym-4 mutation, as shown in Figure 7 . Not all phenotypically mutable genes, however, are susceptible to RNAi dant, genes that encode similar products are also well known in C. elegans. Among the examples are lin-12 in C. elegans (Fire et al. 1998; Kamath and Ahringer 2003) . Some of these genes function in the nervous and glp-1 (Lambie and Kimble 1991); ksr-1 and ksr-2 (Ohmachi et al. 2002) ; npc-1 and npc-2 (Sym et al. 2000) ; system, and others encode stable proteins (Kamath and Ahringer 2003) , but it is safe to say that the cause of and akt-1 and akt-2 (Paradis and Ruvkun 1998). Because the products of both sym-2 and mec-8 have copies insusceptibility is not known in every case. That the general conditions used for sym-3 and sym-4 are otherof an RNA recognition motif, these genes may also fall in this category. sym-2 and mec-8 are, in fact, 2 of 100 wise effective can be seen from the striking effect of the sym-2 dsRNA on mec-8 worms. Also, it was possible to genes in C. elegans that encode RRM proteins (C. elegans Sequencing Consortium 1998). As possibly illustrated elicit phenotypes for other genes on the sym-3 and sym-4 cosmids. For example, injection of wild-type worms with by sym-2 and mec-8, redundancy within this family, which dsRNA from R03E1.2 results in swollen, rod-like progmight reflect in part an increase in fitness due to greater eny that die in the first larval stage. The analysis here accuracy and efficiency of having more than one gene did not make use of rrf-3 worms, which have increased involved in a particular aspect of RNA maturation, might sensitivity to RNAi (Simmer et al. 2003) , but rrf-3 mutants obscure forward and reverse genetic analyses of these are not completely wild type. In any case, it remains processes, and the analysis of doubly or even triply muunknown whether sym-4(mn619) is a loss-of-function mutants (or RNAi combinations) may thus be needed to tation in an otherwise wild-type background. The possiinfer function for many of the RRM genes. bility remains that it may have only a reduction of func-SYM-2 resembles Drosophila Fusilli and mammalian tion, which is apparent, albeit dramatically so, only in hnRNP F and H in having three copies of the RRM. a mec-8 mutant background.
The mammalian proteins affect alternative splicing of several genes (Chen et al. 1999; Chou et al. 1999) , and thus it seems reasonable that SYM-2 may also affect DISCUSSION alternative splicing, as discussed above in the context The molecular cloning of sym-2, sym-3, and sym-4 comof mec-8. Genetic interactions between Fusilli and Cactus pletes the initial analysis of a set of five genes that were indicate that Fusilli functions downstream of the EGF identified by their synthetic lethality with mutations in receptor for proper dorsal-ventral polarity of the embryo, the mec-8 gene (Davies et al. 1999) . Although redundant but its requirement is more general, because homozygotes with mec-8, the products of sym-2, sym-3, and sym-4 are have a more severe phenotype, an arrest of growth at the distinct from each other and from the products of the end of embryogenesis (Wakabayashi-Ito et al. 2001) . It previously described sym-1 and sym-5 genes, which enis not known whether or not mec-8 and sym-2 are required code proteins with leucine-rich repeats (Davies et al. redundantly downstream of let-23, the EFG receptor in 1999) . The variety of genes found to be redundant with C. elegans (Aroian et al. 1990) . The combination of mec-8 probably reflects in part an involvement of its mec-8 and sym-2 confers embryonic lethality, whereas product in the splicing of transcripts from several genes progeny that are homozygous for a null allele of let-23 that may not have a structural or functional relationship arrest growth later in development, during the first larwith each other. This is a straightforward conclusion val stage (Aroian and Sternberg 1991; Koga and Ohsbased on the pleiotropy of mec-8 mutations themselves, hima 1995), but a maternal contribution of let-23 could indicating an involvement in distinct functions, ranging mask a requirement for the gene during embryogenesis. from mechanosensation and chemosensation to body Although the most straightforward notion is that mec-8 shape. The almost certain involvement of mec-8 in the and sym-2 are required redundantly for the splicing of preprocessing of gene transcripts required for these funcmRNA from one or more vital genes, sym-2 and mec-8 also tions makes general conclusions about the extent of illustrate the potential complexity of genetic redungenetic redundancy uncertain. Nevertheless, mec-8 and dancy and how this complexity can obfuscate genomic the five sym genes illustrate the potential extent of geanalyses. It is also possible, for example, that mec-8 is netic redundancy: the distinct phenotype of sym-1 or required for the splicing of a transcript from a gene sym-5 in a mec-8 mutant background vs. sym-3 or sym-4 that is redundant with another gene that requires sym-2 implies that at least two different pathways or processes but not mec-8. The gene that requires mec-8 need not are redundant with at least two pathways or processes be related in sequence to the gene that requires sym-2. that require mec-8. Because the isolation of sym muta-
The genes also need not be related in function: they tions is probably not saturated, additional pathways that could act at different steps in two separate developare redundant or partly redundant with mec-8-dependent pathways may yet be discovered.
mental or biochemical pathways that are redundant with each other. Because the pathways could be redundant within the same cell or tissue, expression of both RRM genes within the same cell cannot distinguish the mechanism of redundant function. Adding to the potential complexity, the possibility should be considered that sym-2 affects an aspect of RNA maturation other than splicing.
It is unlikely that sym-3 and sym-4 encode factors that are interchangeable with MEC-8 for RNA splicing. Our interpretation of these genes is that they are part of a developmental pathway for proper attachment of the pharynx to the body, but this pathway is redundant with a pathway that has a gene that requires mec-8 for maturation of its transcript. That sym-3 and sym-4 may be part of the same pathway is inferred from the similar- served with mammals and Drosophila is not found in any other predicted gene product in C. elegans. sym-3 and sym-4 may be required together for a function in a aberrancy with Nomarski optics or with DAPI staining pathway, but in a redundant pathway, a single gene may of nuclei, that overgrowth may exist is perhaps hinted suffice for this function. It is also possible that sym-3 is at by an examination of the mec-8; sym-3 double mutant required for expression of sym-4 (or vice versa), but the shown in Figure 3B . There appears to be a tapering of gene that is redundant with sym-4 does not require sym-3 an interior part of the body toward the anterior tip of for its expression.
the mutant (Figure 9 ). The size and shape of this inteThe junction of the pharynx with the body cuticle in rior part resemble the size and shape of the anterior wild-type worms involves the cells of the buccal cavity end of a normal worm, and the apparent overgrowth of the pharynx and the hypodermal cell hyp1, which in of the anterior tip of the mutant is peripheral to this turn is connected to hyp2 (Wright and Thomson 1981;  tapered part. Sulston et al. 1983) . A significant feature of the phenoThe apparent overgrowth of material at the anterior type arising from the combination of sym-3 or sym-4 with end raises the possibility that sym-3 and sym-4 are inmec-8 is that the buccal cavity of the pharynx is of normal volved in redundant, negative regulation of the number, length and morphology (Figure 3) . If the cells of the size, or ploidy of hypodermal cells near or within the cavity are truly wild type, then the pathology might lie junction with the pharynx. If this hypothesis is true, this with the hypodermal cells involved in forming the would be another case of redundant, negative regulamouth or with other hypodermal cells near the junction tion in C. elegans: the SynMuv genes can be divided into of the pharynx with the outer body. Perhaps these cells two redundant classes of negative regulators of the vulval undergo hypertrophy or hyperplasia, thereby producfates of certain hypodermal cells (Ferguson and Horing a bulge, the bulbous nose, of the anterior end of vitz 1989). Redundant negative regulation may reflect the animal and a partial severing of the pharynx from the potential for inappropriate gene expression or for the anterior end, such that there is a nearly constant imprecise control of cell division to lead to decreased distance of the buccal cavity from the anterior end. The fitness for metazoa. Cancer, for instance, is to a large refractile strings of material that appear to connect the extent a perturbation of negative regulation. Regulation buccal cavity to the tip may represent a partially severed connection. Although it has been difficult to assess the in metazoa is thought in general to arise by inhibition of existing cellular processes (Kirschner and Gerhart several screens for synthetic mutations in C. elegans that have used extrachromosomal arrays. For instance, the 1998), and redundancy may be one means by which inhibitions are efficiently imposed: there may be selecmethod has been effectively applied to searches for mutations that are synthetically lethal with the C. elegans tive pressure for increasing the efficiency of inhibition of a particular process by the evolution of an additional retinoblastoma gene lin-35 (Fay et al. 2002 (Fay et al. , 2003 . As for negative regulator. Initially, only partial redundancy the sym genes, the redundant genes identified in these may exist with respect to the genes encoding these disscreens often do not resemble each other. As discussed tinct regulators, but in time complete genetic redunabove, one explanation is an increase in fitness due to codancy may result. Implicit in this argument is that redunevolution from distinct origins of redundant pathways for dant regulators may have independent origins and negative regulation of certain developmental processes, therefore may not resemble each other molecularly.
such as those requiring cessation of the cell-division cycle. LIN-35, the retinoblastoma tumor suppressor (Lu and sym-3 and sym-4 are thought to be part of a pathway Horvitz 1998), may be an example of this in C. elegans:
that is redundant with a pathway that requires mec-8 for it participates redundantly with unrelated proteins in splicing of a transcript of a component gene. If this is negative regulation of cell division during development the case, it should be possible to use the method of van den Heuvel 2001, 2002; Fay et al. 2002, extrachromosomal arrays to isolate non-mec-8 mutations 2003) . We believe that the majority of cases in which a that are synthetically lethal with either sym-3 or sym-4 gene is redundant with a gene that encodes a dissimilar or, expectedly, with both, with the goal of discovering product will be explained by participation in negative the mec-8-dependent gene and other genes in a pathway regulation of a particular process. (In this argument, that is redundant with a pathway that requires sym-3 and we are distinguishing true genetic redundancy from sym-4. In support of the potential effectiveness of this additive or synergistic "sickness," an overwhelming of approach, four mutations, defining three or four genes, an organism caused by a combination of silent or mildly that are synthetically lethal with sym-1 have been isolated detrimental mutations in unrelated processes.) (R. K. Herman, unpublished observations). Because Although an improperly attached pharynx is associone cannot always predict which genes are redundant ated with other mutations in C. elegans, the phenotype with others, this unbiased method offers one of the of the mec-8; sym-3 or mec-8; sym-4 double mutant has not, best ways for enhancing our understanding of genetic to the best of our knowledge, been described before. In redundancy, and the method should add to our underthese other examples, which include the innexin gene standing of particular processes such as attachment of inx-3 (Starich et al. 2003) and the double-mutant combody muscles to the cuticle in the case of sym-1 or attachbination of lin-35 and ubc-18 (Fay et al. 2003) , the pharment of the pharynx to the body cuticle in the case of ynx usually does not extend as far anteriorly as described sym-3 and sym-4. herein, and refractile strings between the anterior end
